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PBL Investigation Alin HSA-Grand Prairie 1.



How did you begin? With the letters? Equations? Graphs? Why?



I began with the letters, that way I would know what results I would ultimately have, and what I would have to strive for. 2.



How did you create your cryptarithm?



I came up with representations of numbers for each letter, then I treated each word as a large number using mathematical symbols (subtraction, multiplication, etc) to get the desired number, or word. 3.



How did you find the equations for your letters?



I simply took the variables and arranged them to create a number that made a word. This step takes a lot of critical thinking and trial and error. 4.



What did you learn about Algebra in this project? Explain.



There can be multiple solutions to a single problem. In contrast, there may only be a single, unique solution to a problem. 5.



What was the most difficult part of this project? Explain why.



Making sure that the number equation that the words represented were correct, and making sure that the number organization also made a clear, English word.
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Equations? Graphs?






step takes a lot of critical thinking and trial and error. 4. What did you learn about Algebra in this project? Explain. There can be multiple solutions to a single ... 
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